INTRODUCTION
Eye tracking is widely used in both animals and humans to study the mechanisms underlying perception, cognition, and action, and it is useful for investigating neurological and neurodegenerative diseases in human patients (Carpenter 1988; Kowler 2011; Leigh and Kennard 2004; Leigh and Zee 2015; MacAskill and Anderson 2016) . This is in part due to practical reasons: recording eye movements is relatively easy (Duchowski 2007) , while, at the same time, eye movements can be highly informative about brain state (Borji and Itti 2014; Haji-Abolhassani and Clark 2014) .
The most prominent type of eye movement, in terms of eyeball rotation speed, is a ballistic shift in gaze position, called saccade. This type of eye movement occurs 3-5 times per second, and it can realign the fovea with interesting scene locations within only~50 ms. Naturally, saccades cause dramatic changes in visual input when they occur, and they therefore impact neural processing in different visual areas and also in a variety of ways (Burr et al. 1994; Crevecoeur and Kording 2017; Duhamel et al. 1992; Golan et al. 2017; Ross et al. 1997; Reppas et al. 2002; Sommer and Wurtz 2008; Yao et al. 2018; Zirnsak et al. 2014 ). This even happens for the tiniest of saccades, called microsaccades, that occur when gaze is fixed (Bellet et al. 2017; Bosman et al. 2009; Chen and Hafed 2017; Hafed 2011; Hafed et al. 2015; Hass and Horwitz 2011; Herrington et al. 2009; Gur et al. 1997; Leopold and Logothetis 1998; Yu et al. 2017) . Therefore, studies not quantitatively analyzing microsaccades can miss important behavioral and neural modulations in experiments (Hafed 2013) . Saccades and microsaccades are, additionally, key discrete events in eye tracking traces that can be useful for parsing other eye movement epochs (e.g., smooth pursuits, ocular drifts, ocular tremors) for further analysis. Therefore, detecting saccades is typically the first step in any quantitative analysis of behavior or neural activity that might be impacted by these eye movements.
Several algorithms have been proposed for automating the task of saccade detection (reviewed in Andersson et al. 2017) . For example, Engbert and Mergenthaler (2006) developed a method for classifying saccades and microsaccades based on an adaptive threshold. This algorithm (which we refer to here as EM) is particularly popular because of its simple implementation and ease of use, as well as its ability to detect even microsaccades. However, this algorithm, like others, may still mislabel some microsaccades due to high eye tracker noise (as is typical with video-based eye trackers) as well as small catch-up saccades occurring during smooth pursuit. Other existing algorithms (Larsson et al. 2013; Pekkanen and Lappi 2017) have the added advantage of providing additional labels for fixations and postsaccadic oscillations (PSO) in eye position.
Despite their success, several shortcomings still render the use of existing algorithms either less reliable than desired or, at the very least, cumbersome. While the performance of many published algorithms is promising (Andersson et al. 2017; Pekkanen and Lappi 2017) , it does not reach the level of trained human experts. Also, none of the existing algorithms show convincing performance for all eye movement-related events that may need to be analyzed (e.g., fixations, saccades, PSO, blinks, smooth pursuits). In addition, equipment-dependent hyperparameters, such as thresholds, need to be chosen for most algorithms, a fact that renders broad usability difficult. For example, even simple changes in eye tracking hardware, involving changes in sampling frequency or measurement noise, require retuning of such parameters. Retuning is also needed when the ranges of eye movement amplitudes being studied are modified (e.g., microsaccades vs. larger saccades). Perhaps most importantly, objective parameter estimation in existing algorithms is currently a challenging task because of a limited amount of available reliably labeled data. Finally, in many cases, applying available online resources is not straightforward. As a result of all of the above shortcomings, current laboratory practice often still involves experimenters spending substantial amounts of time to carefully relabel at least parts of their data after automatic saccade detection.
Here we propose a convolutional neural network (CNN) for classifying eye movements. The architecture of the network is inspired by U-Net, which has successfully been used for image segmentation (Ronneberger et al. 2015) . We evaluated our network (U'n'Eye) on four challenging data sets containing small saccades occurring during fixations or smooth pursuits. On these data sets, U'n'Eye reached the performance level of human experts in labeling saccades and microsaccades, while being much faster. The network also beat state-of-the-art algorithms on a benchmark data set not just for saccade detection, but also for PSO. As we show here, our network can be trained quickly, even on a standard laptop, and with minimal amounts of training data. More importantly, our network's adaptability to different data sets makes U'n'Eye the novel state-of-the-art eye movement detection algorithm. We provide an easily accessible web service for running U'n'Eye (http://uneye. berenslab.org), as well as an open source implementation (https://github.com/berenslab/uneye). Our labeled data sets will also be freely available upon publication.
METHODS

Data sets.
All experiments used for collecting the data sets were approved by ethics committees at Tübingen University. Human subjects provided informed, written consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Monkey experiments were approved by the regional governmental offices of the city of Tübingen.
Data set 1 was collected from human subjects using the Eyelink 1000 video-based eye tracker (SR Research) sampling eye position at 1 kHz. The data set contains mostly microsaccades and small-amplitude memory-guided saccades. It contains 2,000 trials of 1 s. Out of these 2,000 trials, 1,000 were selected to compare U'n'Eye to other algorithms via cross-validation (Fig. 4) . We named these trials "set1A." When testing for the impact of missing labels on performance (Fig. 7B) , we used the other 1,000 trials, "set1B," to train networks and tested them on set1A.
Data set 2 was collected from three male rhesus macaque monkeys implanted with scleral search coils (in one eye for each of the monkeys). The data set contains catch-up saccades generated during smooth pursuit. Eye position was again sampled at 1 kHz. For the trials containing smooth pursuit of sinusoidal target motion trajectories in this data set, the data were obtained from the experiments described in and . For the trials containing pursuit of constant speed, the experimental conditions are described in Buonocore et al. (2018) . Eye movement calibration for search coil data was done according to the procedures in Tian et al. (2016) . The overall data set consists of 2,000 segments of 1 s of eye traces. Like in the case of data set 1, we split the set into two sets of 1,000 segments each, "set2A" and "set2B." set2A was used to compare U'n'Eye to Daye and Optican's (2014) algorithm (Fig. 4) .
Data set 3 was collected from a single male macaque monkey using the Eyelink 1000 video-based system sampling eye position at 500 Hz. The data set contains microsaccades generated during fixation. The data were obtained from experiments described in Kawaguchi et al. (2018) . It consists of 403 segments of 1.438 s. Similarly to data sets 1 and 2, we split the data in two subsets, "set3A" and "set3B." Set3A contains 350 segments and set3B 53 segments. Set3A was used for comparing U'n'Eye's performance to other that of algorithms (Fig. 4) .
For the results shown in Fig. 7D , we used setA of all data sets for training and the respective setB for testing.
Data set 4 was collected from the same eye tracker as data set 1 but with different sets of subjects. It comes from a recently published study (Bellet et al. 2017) in which subjects had to keep fixation at the center of the screen before a peripheral target appearance. We selected 630 segments of 750 ms from each of 10 subjects (4,725 s in total). The data set includes not only successful trials, in which subjects maintained fixation, but also trials containing blinks or saccades outside of the fixation window. Again, we split the data set into two subsets. Set4A contained 330 segments per subject and was used to train networks. Set4B contained 300 segments per subject and was used to test the performance of the networks.
In all data sets, we manually detected saccades using a custommade graphical user interface (GUI) in MATLAB. The GUI displayed horizontal and vertical eye position traces, as well as filtered radial eye velocity. The GUI internally estimated saccade onset and end times using a combination of velocity and acceleration thresholds (Chen and Hafed 2013) . The user then manually interacted with the GUI to delete false alarms, correct false negatives, and adjust estimation of onset and offset timing.
Simulated saccades. To test the performance of our network on noisy labeled data, we designed artificial eye traces for which we knew the ground truth. Saccades ranging from 0.5 to 60°were simulated using an adaptation of a model for saccade waveforms (Dai et al. 2016) . The model is a sum of soft ramp functions, which follows the relationship between amplitude and peak velocity observed in real saccades (Dai et al. 2016 ). Since the model is originally one dimensional, we adapted it so that it generates two-dimensional trajectories. Saccade generation in time was made to follow a Poisson process with equal to 3 saccades/s. Simulated blinks were also added by inducing sharp transients in the eye traces. Finally, a Gaussian white noise with a standard deviation of 0.02°was added to the trace. Then, as described in RESULTS, we trained U'n'Eye under a variety of conditions in which we intentionally removed a subset of saccade labels during training, to explore robustness to missing labels (Fig. 7) .
U'n'Eye: our convolutional neural network. The architecture of CNN was inspired by U-Net, a CNN first used for image segmentation (Ronneberger et al. 2015) . Here we modified U-Net to meet the requirements of an eye movement classifier. The network was built of seven convolutional layers with kernel size 5, each followed by a linear-rectifying unit (ReLU) and a BatchNorm layer, both described in detail in RESULTS. Batches consisted of samples of the same duration. The input to the network was eye velocity which was computed as the first-order difference of the eye position signal. The input was of dimension N ϫ T ϫ 2, where N is the batch size, T the number of time points, and 2 the number of coordinates (horizontal and vertical eye velocity). The number of input time points could be variable but had to be a multiple of 25 bins due to the max pooling operations. The output of the network was a matrix of dimension N ϫ K ϫ T, where K was the user-defined number of classes. For example, we could have a "saccade" and "fixation" class in the networks of Fig.  3 and we could also add other classes like "PSO" in the network of Fig. 6 .
We applied a softmax (Bishop 2016 ) activation function to the output of the last convolutional layer x:
where x i is the layer corresponding to class i. Thus, the network's output y represented the sample-by-sample conditional probability of each class (e.g., "fixation" or "saccade") given the eye-velocity x and the network weights w:
The final prediction of the algorithm represented the class that maximized this conditional probability:
We chose the kernel sizes of the convolutional and max pooling operations in a way to capture a relevant signal range around each time point. Based on the given kernel sizes of the network, it can be shown that the prediction of one time bin is influenced by the preceding and following 89 time bins of the velocity signal (Fig. 2B , red color).
Network training. We trained the network with minibatches whose size depended on the total number of training samples. We performed 10 training iterations in each epoch. Overfitting on the training set was prevented by computing the loss on a validation set and stopping training when the validation loss increased for three successive epochs. We used a multiclass error function, which, for two classes, equals the cross entropy loss. Weight-regularization was done with L2-penalty (Bishop 2016) , which corresponds to a Gaussian prior with zero mean over the network weights. The optimal parameter was determined to be 0.01. The loss function was thus defined as:
where N is the number of time points and K the number of classes. The ground truth label t nk equals 1 if the time point n belongs to class k. Gradient computation was done with PyTorch autograd method.
We used the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba 2014) with an initial learning rate of 0.001. Adam is a stochastic gradient-based optimizer that uses adaptive learning rates for different weights of the network. An additional step decay by a factor of 2 was applied to the current learning rates when the loss on the validation set increased during one epoch.
Postprocessing. In the case of binary prediction into the classes fixation and saccade, we provided the possibility to define thresholds for minimum saccade duration and minimum saccade distance. If thresholds were given, saccades closer than the minimum distance were merged and saccades shorter than the minimum duration were removed. We obtained the results reported here with a minimum saccade distance threshold of 10 ms for data set 1 and of 3, 4, and 5 ms for data set 2, because we previously observed that some saccades occurred very close in time in this data set. For data sets 1-4, we used a minimum saccade duration threshold of 6 ms. The same thresholds were used for the algorithm Engbert and Mergenthaler (2006) .
Data augmentation. U'n'Eye performs better with a bigger training set. However, we aimed to reduce the amount of saccades that a user should provide to train U'n'Eye. In this study, to increase the number of training samples, the input eye positions were rotated and added to the original training samples:
where x and y are the horizontal and vertical eye positions. We used Ϫ(1/4, 3/4, 5/4, 7/4) radians. Thus, we could increase by fivefold the size of our training set without causing overfitting. Performance measures. To evaluate the eye movement detection performance of our network, we used the following metrics: Cohen's kappa, F1 score, and onset and offset time differences.
Cohen's kappa is a sample-based statistic. It reflects how much two coders agree on the class that each time bin belongs to, while controlling for chance agreement of the two coders. It is given by
where p 0 is the proportion of time bins for which two coders agree, and p e is the proportion of time bins for which agreement can be expected by chance. For a binary classification of fixation vs. saccades, the Cohen's kappa value p e is given by
where nk coderX is the number of time bins coder X assigned to class k. The F1 score is a measure of classification accuracy that combines precision and recall of a predictor. Precision is defined as the proportion of correctly classified saccades over all predicted saccades. Recall is defined as the proportion of correctly classified saccades over all saccades in the ground truth. The F1 score is the harmonic mean of these two measures. It is given by
where TP is the number of true positives, FN the number of false negatives, and FP the number of false negatives. For all true positive saccades, we compared saccade timing between the ground truth and prediction by calculating the absolute time differences between true and predicted saccade onsets and offsets. Evaluation on a benchmark data set. We evaluated U'n'Eye performance on a benchmark data set by Andersson et al. (2017) . This data set comprises 500 Hz eye-tracking data from humans looking at images, movies, or moving dots. It contains human labels for the events fixations, smooth pursuits, saccades, PSO, and blinks. Events that the human experts did not assign to any of these classes were labeled as "others." For some trials, the data set contained labels from two different human coders. For other trials, only one label was available. We trained 20 independent networks with different random initializations on the data with labels from one human coder (coder RA). Performance was then tested on the trials with labels from two coders, which makes our result comparable with previously reported results (Pekkanen and Lappi 2017) . Note that we were not able to reproduce the interrater measures reported by Andersson et al. (2017) in line with the results of Pekkanen and Lappi (2017) . For comparability with the NSLR-HMM algorithm (Pekkanen and Lappi 2017) , we excluded the event labels "other" for the calculation of Cohen's kappa scores. The performance on the class "blinks" was not compared with other algorithms since it was not reported.
Evaluation of other algorithms. We compared U'n'Eye performance on our data sets to several already published algorithms. For data sets 1 and 3, which contain microsaccades occurring during fixation of a static target, we evaluated the performance of three algorithms designed for microsaccade detection (Engbert and Mer-genthaler 2006; Otero-Millan et al. 2014; Sheynikhovich et al. 2018) and one algorithm designed for saccade detection in a high-noise regime (Pekkanen and Lappi 2017) .
The algorithm by Engbert and Mergenthaler (2006) is commonly used as an unsupervised method to detect microsaccades. It selects saccades based on a threshold that depends on the level of the noise in the velocity. One parameter, called , can be also be fit to the data to obtain better results. This is multiplied with the velocity noise to determine a threshold for saccade selection. Here we chose values that maximized the metric of interest on the training data from our cross-validations. This was done to give this algorithm the benefit of the doubt in our comparisons. Importantly, before saccade detection, we smoothed the eye traces using a five-point average independently of the sampling frequency, as described by Engbert and Mergenthaler (2006) .
The approach from Otero-Millan et al. (2014) is an unsupervised method. It gives an estimate of saccade onset and offset timing and thus can be compared in terms of both the Cohen's kappa and F1 metrics.
Another unsupervised method has been developed by Sheynikhovich et al. (2018) . This algorithm only gives an estimate of microsaccade occurrence at one point in time without determining onset and offset. We thus compared only the performance in terms of F1 score for this algorithm. We considered as true positive any saccade detected Ϯ10 ms away from a ground truth saccade.
For data set 2, we evaluated the performance of the method by Daye and Optican (2014) , which uses particle filters to detect saccades embedded in high-velocity eye movements. The algorithm was kindly provided by the authors. To increase performance, we detected saccades independently in the horizontal and vertical channel and then merged the predictions. This is because the Daye and Optican algorithm only considers as a saccade an event crossing a threshold both in horizontal and vertical components at the same time, which increases the number of false negatives. To increase performance, the parameters were tuned differently for trials containing sinusoidal pursuit than for those containing linear pursuit, again to give the algorithm the benefit of the doubt when comparing to U'n'Eye. To detect saccades in sinusoidal pursuit, the parameters were set to ⍀ ϭ 10 Ϫ4 , ϭ 3. 10 Ϫ4 , N ϭ 100, m ϭ 20, ϭ 5. 10 Ϫ3 , ϭ 2. 10 Ϫ3 . To detect saccades in linear pursuit, the parameters were set to ⍀ ϭ 10 Ϫ3 , ϭ 3. 10 Ϫ3 , N ϭ 100, m ϭ 20, ϭ 5. 10 Ϫ3 , ϭ 10 Ϫ4 . For all unsupervised algorithms, the 10 testing subsets from the cross-validation data were evaluated at once to yield better clustering estimates.
The results of the algorithm by Pekkanen and Lappi (2017) on data sets 1 and 3 were obtained by estimating the model's parameters via cross-validation using the same training folds as for U'n'Eye. The estimated parameters were kindly provided by the authors.
Compute time. The computation times of our algorithm reported here were achieved on a personal computer with a 2 GHz Intel Core i5 processor at 8 GB RAM running on Mac OS X 10.11.6.
Code and data availability. A web service for running the algorithm is available at http://uneye.berenslab.org. All code is available from https://github.com/berenslab/uneye. Data will be available upon publication. ig. 1. Examples of eye traces containing saccades for detection. A: microsaccades during fixation recorded with a video-based eye tracker. B: catch-up saccades during smooth tracking recorded with scleral search coils. C: microsaccades during fixation recorded with a video-based eye tracker. D: microsaccades during fixation recorded with the same videobased eye tracker as in A but for different sets of subjects. E: simulated saccades. In all panels, 2D plots on the left are the 2D representation of the eye trajectory over 1 s of recording, and to the right of them are the horizontal and vertical components of the corresponding traces presented as a function of time; in this case, an upward deflection in the shown traces corresponds to a rightward or upward eye movement for the horizontal and vertical components, respectively. Note that, in B, we refer to the nonsaccadic smooth change in eye position as "fixation" for simplicity, since the primary goal of our algorithm was to detect saccades, irrespective of whether they happened during fixation or embedded in smooth pursuit eye movements.
RESULTS
Design of a convolutional neural network for eye movement classification.
We developed a CNN that predicts the state of the eye for each time point of an eye trace. The aim of the network was to segment eye movement recordings ( Fig. 1 ) into epochs containing saccades/microsaccades (orange highlights) vs. epochs not containing these eye movements (but see also U'n'Eye: new state-of-the-art eye movement classifier below for additionally classifying PSO using our network). Our primary goal was to have a network that can seamlessly handle the challenging scenarios of tiny microsaccades during fixation (Fig. 1A) , small catch-up saccades embedded in relatively high smooth pursuit eye velocities (Fig. 1B) , and microsaccades and saccades occurring in recordings with higher noise levels associated with video-based eye trackers when compared with, say, scleral search coil techniques (Fuchs and Robinson 1966; Judge et al. 1980) (Fig. 1C) . We therefore trained and tested the network on three different challenging data sets (see METHODS and Table 1 ), which contain labels for fixations and saccades manually determined by human experts. To test the ability of our network to generalize across eye movement traces recorded from different individuals, we also included a fourth data set (Fig. 1D) , which was obtained from 10 different subjects using the same eye tracker as in data set 1 (see METHODS). Testing generalizability was also achieved using with a fifth and final data set containing artificially generated noisy eye movement traces, in which the ground truth for saccade times was known (see METHODS) (Fig. 1E) . Finally, we compared our network's performance to different existing algorithms, both on our data sets and also on a publicly available benchmark data set (Larsson et al. 2013 ) (http://dev. humlab.lu.se/www-transfer/people/marcus-nystrom/annotated_ data.zip).
The network operates on the eye velocity signal and requires no other preprocessing. Eye velocity is computed as the differential of eye position (see METHODS) , and chunks of eye velocity signals are then input to the network. Briefly, the network's architecture is based on the U-Net, a CNN for pixel-by-pixel image segmentation (Ronneberger et al. 2015) , which we modified to process one-dimensional signals and output a predictive probability for each eye movement class at every time point (Fig. 2A) . A major change compared with the original U-Net architecture is that we introduced batch normalization (BatchNorm) layers (Klibisz et al. 2017) . BatchNorm layers subtract a mean from their input and divide it by a standard deviation. Both of these parameters are estimated for each layer over minibatches of training samples during learning. This method normalizes the distribution of activations across the network layers, allowing for higher learning rates and reducing overfitting (Ioffe and Szegedy 2015) . We also applied a rectified linear unit (ReLu) function between each convolutional and batch normalization layer. The ReLu function, or heaviside step function, introduces nonlinearities in the network, allowing it to apply arbitrary-shaped functions to the input data. Finally, the U-shaped architecture of the network leads to temporal downsampling and upsampling in the hidden layer representations (Fig. 2) . Downsampling is achieved by max pooling (MaxPool) operations that reduce the dimensionality of the network content, extracting relevant features. Upsampling is realized by transposed convolution. Convolutional kernels and max pooling operations together lead to the integration of information over time. Due to the network design, the probability assigned to each time bin can be influenced by Ϯ89 preceding and following time bins (Fig. 2B) . Thus, U'n'Eye takes into account a large enough signal to make point predictions of the correct eye movement class.
U'n'Eye achieves human-level performance. Our network achieved human-level performance after training on our data sets. We first illustrate this with three example scenarios for detecting saccades (Fig. 3) . For illustrative purposes, we also show how the commonly used EM algorithm might perform for the examples; we later provide an exhaustive quantitative All statistics refer to saccades. Note that minimum saccade amplitude may appear very low due to the existence of some saccades that had very strong dynamic overshoot (a substantial saccadic movement followed by one lobe of a postsaccadic oscillation almost to the original eye position before saccade onset). The statistics of the simulated data set are described in METHODS. comparison with several more algorithms (Fig. 4) . In the first example, a small microsaccade occurred with substantial oscillation in eye position toward movement end, and with the amplitude of the movement being near the eye tracker noise level (Fig. 3A) . Human coder 1 considered the postsaccadic oscillation as part of the saccade, and so did our network trained on his training set (compare the binary classification output of the coder and network 1 below the eye movement traces in Fig. 3A) . On the other hand, coder 2 determined that the saccade ended earlier, and our network trained on his training set did the same (again, compare the classification output for human coder 2 and network 2). Thus, our network could match the criterion used by an individual human coder very well. Moreover, our network successfully avoided a false detection by the EM algorithm on these traces. In the second example, the EM algorithm missed all three saccades, which is perfectly reasonable since this algorithm was never designed to work in association with smooth pursuit eye movements, but our network successfully flagged them (Fig. 3B) . Finally, the eye movement in the third example was collected with a video-based eye tracker having substantially more noise (Fig.  3C) . In this case, one false detection made by the EM algorithm was successfully excluded by our network.
To present more quantitative performance measures, we first tested our network on our in-house data sets (Fig. 1) and compared its performance to that of commonly used or recently published algorithms. For our network, we performed 10-fold cross-validation separately for data sets 1-3. In each crossvalidation round, 90% of the data were used for training the network, and the remaining 10% were used to test performance. A separate validation set from each data set was used to detect overfitting of the network. To prevent such overfitting, we regularized the weights of the network using the L2 penalty (Bishop 2016 ) (see METHODS), preventing the parameters of the network from deviating excessively from zero. Furthermore, we made use of early stopping. For this, a separate validation set was used, and the validation set error was computed in each epoch. Training was stopped at the point of smallest validation set error. For data sets 1 and 2, 950 s of eye traces were used for cross-validation and 50 s for valida- , and K is the user-defined number of eye movement classes (e.g., "fixation" vs. "saccade" in a binary classifier). The different network layers are described in Design of a convolutional neural network for eye movement classification under RESULTS. B: the output probability of one time bin is influenced by 89 time samples before and after this time bin. For each layer of the network, the red color indicates the range of influence of the time bin indicated by the red dot in the output. Traces show the projection of the layer's output onto its first principal component. The outputs of convolutional (Conv) layers 6 and 7 resemble the final classifier's output probability (Softmax), whereas early convolutional layers 1 and 2 seem to perform noise reduction.
tion. Thus, each training set contained 855 s of data. For data set 3, 330 s were used for cross-validation and 23 s for validation, resulting in 297 s of data in each training set. For the other algorithms that we tested, we used the same cross-validation approach in the case of supervised algorithms [EM (Engbert and Mergenthaler 2006) , Pekkanen and Lappi (2017) ]. Note that we used the EM algorithm as a supervised method since we fitted its single parameter on our training data (see METHODS). For unsupervised methods (Daye and Optican 2014; Otero-Millan et al. 2014; Sheynikhovich et al. 2018) , the identical 10 test sets were evaluated without using the training set (see METHODS). Finally, similarity of the algorithms' predictions to human labels was evaluated using three metrics. First, we calculated Cohen's kappa, which is a sample-by-sample similarity measure that takes chance agreement of two predictors into account (Cohen 1960) . Second, we calculated the F1 score, which is an accuracy measure that considers precision and recall of a classifier. Recall corresponds to the number of correctly detected saccades divided by the number of saccades that were labeled by the human expert. Precision, on the other hand, is the number of correctly classified saccades divided by the total number of saccades detected by the classifier (see METHODS). The F1 score is defined as the harmonic mean of both, and it thus only measures how accurate saccades were detected without taking into account their timing (i.e., exact saccade onset and offset times). Correctly labeling saccade onset and offset can be crucial for further analyses. Therefore, for our third and final metric, we additionally computed the absolute time difference in onset and offset of correctly predicted saccades and of saccades labeled by the human experts. This measure reflects how well an algorithm agrees with the human coder in terms of saccade start and end. ig. 3. Examples of eye traces from our first three data sets. Saccades are labeled by either human coders, different instances of U'n'Eye, or a popular algorithm from the literature included here for illustrative purposes (also see Fig. 4 for detailed performance comparisons to several algorithms). A: an example microsaccade exhibiting substantial postsaccadic oscillation (PSO). The top two traces show eye position as a function of time in an identical format to Fig. 1 . Below the eye position traces, we show labels for "fixation" or "saccade" made by two human experts (human coder 1 and human coder 2) as well as predictions of two separate networks. Network 1 was trained on labels from human coder 1, and network 2 was trained on labels from human coder 2. Note how each network matched the performance of its corresponding human coder. The very bottom row shows the performance of the Engbert and Mergenthaler (2006) algorithm (EM), which suffered from a false alarm later in the trace due to eye tracker noise. B: saccades embedded in smooth pursuit eye movements. Here, our network successfully detected three catch-up saccades, all of which were missed by the EM algorithm, which was not designed to work with eye movement records containing smooth pursuit. The reason that these saccades were missed is that the saccades were directed opposite to the ongoing pursuit, resulting in momentary reductions in eye speed, as opposed to increases. C: an example microsaccade embedded in high eye tracker noise. Once again, the EM algorithm suffered from a false alarm due to eye tracker noise.
U'n'Eye reached high similarity to the human coder (Fig. 4,  A and B) and outperformed all the other compared algorithms (Fig. 4, A and B) . U'n'Eye also detected saccade onset and offset in high agreement with the human labels. On average, saccade onset differences to human labels were smaller than 3 ms, and saccade offset differences were smaller than 4 ms. Saccade onset and offset labels by the other algorithms deviated more strongly from the human-labeled saccades (Fig. 4, C and D; Table 2 ). This indicates that U'n'Eye's saccade predictions were more humanlike.
In the more challenging data set 2, in which saccades occurred during smooth pursuit eye movements, U'n'Eye outperformed the algorithm by Daye and Optican (2014) , which was designed to overcome this difficulty. Here, saccade peak velocity was close to the instantaneous velocity of the ongoing smooth pursuit movements. In fact, the minimum saccade peak Fig. 4 . High performance of U'n'Eye. Each panel shows results from one performance metric described in the text, and on each of our first three data sets.
For each metric, we show the median across 10 different cross-validation runs. The boxes show two quartiles of the distributions. A: F1 score (See Eq. 9 and the surrounding text) summarizing precision and recall performance between two predictors. The first predictor was always a human coder (considered as ground truth). Therefore, the first column indicates agreement between a second coder (labeled Human in the figure) to the original coder used to train our network. B: Cohen's kappa measuring sample to sample agreement. C: average absolute difference in the timing of saccade onset times. D: same as C but for saccade offset times. In all cases, our network (highlighted by gray rectangles) demonstrated superior performance (the arrows on the far right side indicate the direction of superior performance for each metric). EM, Engbert and Mergenthaler (2006) ; OM, Otero-Millan et al. (2014); S, Sheynikhovich et al. (2018) ; PL, Pekkanen and Lappi (2017) ; DO, Daye and Optican (2014) . Note that we only tested data set 2 on DO because only this algorithm was explicitly designed to deal with smooth pursuit eye movements.
velocity in this data set was smaller than the median instantaneous velocity during pursuit (Table 1 ). Yet U'n'Eye succeeded in detecting such saccades. This was because the network architecture utilized a substantial time window (Fig.  2) , allowing it to infer changes in the state of the eye even if the instantaneous velocity is low compared with the surrounding eye trace. We next addressed the question of whether U'n'Eye can achieve a similar level of interhuman agreement when multiple human experts analyze the same data. For this, we used data set 1 because, among the four data sets, it contained saccades with the widest range of amplitudes (from as small as 0.02°up to a size of 11°; see Table 1 for a reason why saccades as small as 0.02°were possible). We could thus assess interrater agreement for a broad range of saccades. Data set 1 was labeled by a second independent human coder (Fig. 3, top panel; Fig. 4 , data set 1). Coder 1 estimated saccade timing based on a combination of the raw eye traces and the smoothed radial velocity, whereas coder 2 used the raw eye traces only. We trained independent networks either with labels from coder 1 or coder 2 (network 1 and network 2, respectively), and we tested the networks' performance on the 10 test sets from the 10-fold cross-validation routine described above, both against ground truth labels from coder 1 or coder 2. U'n'Eye's saccade labels were as similar to both human coders as the human labels were to each other (Table 3 ). In terms of the F1 score, the interhuman agreement was not significantly different from the network-human agreement (Table 4) . Interestingly, network 1 showed higher similarity scores than coder 2 when both were compared with labels of coder 1 in the test sets, and vice versa for network 2 and coder 2. This is reflected by larger Cohen's kappa scores and smaller onset and offset differences (Table 4 , all PϽ5ϫ10 Ϫ5 after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons, Student's paired samples t-test for Cohen's kappa and F1 scores, and independent samples t-test for on-and offset differences). This indicates that U'n'Eye's saccade estimation surpasses interrater consistency.
U'n'Eye misses only a small fraction of microsaccades. We then analyzed the patterns of agreement and disagreement between U'n'Eye and human labeling. For true positive saccades, the two dimensional histogram of detected movements reflected the typical main sequence relationship between peak velocity and amplitude of saccades (Fig. 5, A, D , and G) (Zuber et al. 1965) . A few false positives were present within the range of the main sequence, suggesting that the human coder forgot to label some saccades (for example, see the movement in the inset in Fig. 5B ). Concerning the rare false negatives that occurred, some of them had fairly large amplitudes (beyond eye tracker noise). Closer inspection revealed that there were pairs of successive saccades that had very short intersaccadic intervals. The network lumped them into one movement, whereas the human coders separated them. Most remaining disagreements between the human and the network were associated with the smallest microsaccades, closest to eye tracker noise levels.
U'n'Eye: new state-of-the-art eye movement classifier. To compare our algorithm to state-of-the-art methods for eye movement classification, we next evaluated its performance on a benchmark data set (Larsson et al. 2013) , which has previously been used for the comparison of 12 eye movement classifiers (Andersson et al. 2017; Pekkanen and Lappi 2017) . The data set comprises 500-Hz eye tracking recordings from humans watching videos, images, or moving dots, and it contains human labels for fixations, smooth pursuits, saccades, The first row shows the similarity measures between labels from two human experts (coder 1 and coder 2). Network 1 was trained on labels from coder 1, and network 2 was trained on labels from coder 2. In bold are comparisons leading to best performances. Values report mean and standard deviation across cross-validations. Intercoder agreement was evaluated on the 10 test samples from cross-validation. 
Ϫ10
Offset distance relative to C1 N1 vs. C2 independent t-test Ϫ17.9 5.28 · 10
Ϫ12
Offset distance relative to C2 N2 vs. C1 independent t-test Ϫ15.3 7.33 · 10
Ϫ11
Network 1 (N1) was trained on labels from coder 1 (C1), and network 2 (N2) was trained on labels from coder 2 (C2). All P values were Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons. PSO (Fig. 6A) , and blinks. We therefore used U'n'Eye as a multiclass classifier to predict saccades, PSOs, and blinks (Fig.  6B ). Fixations and smooth-pursuit eye movements were both assigned to the fixation class. U'n'Eye output a predictive probability for each class (Fig. 6D) , with the prediction value corresponding to the class that maximized this predictive probability (Fig. 6C) . We trained U'n'Eye on one part of the data and evaluated its performance on the test trials listed in Andersson et al. (2017; their Table 11 ). When considering the whole benchmark data set, U'n'Eye outperformed the state-of- saccades that were detected both by a human expert and U'n'Eye. The detected saccades expectedly followed the main sequence relationship between peak velocity and movement amplitude. B, E, and H: saccades that were detected only by U'n'Eye. Most saccades were small and close to the eye tracker noise, likely being cautiously unlabeled by human coders. In the inset, a large saccade was detected by U'n'Eye but not by the human coder, suggesting a possible lapse by the latter. C, F, and I: saccades missed by U'n'Eye. Most of these were very small. Larsson et al. (2013) . B: an example full trace from the same data set showing sequences of saccades, PSOs, and blinks. C: for the trace in B, ground truth labels are shown, in addition to labels by U'n'Eye. The latter successfully classified all ground truth labels, except for one instance marked by a black vertical arrow. D: nonetheless, the predictive probability of the network still showed a transient for the missed microsaccade (upward black arrow), suggesting that additional postprocessing may be used to improve the performance of U'n'Eye even more. For example, the user could manually inspect significant transients in predictive probability.
the-art classifiers for saccades and PSOs (Table 5) . Moreover, U'n'Eye's performance lay within the range of the intercoder agreement of the two human experts who labeled the data set (Table 5 ). This result indicates that U'n'Eye is very well suited for multiclass eye movement classification. Practical considerations for U'n'Eye usage. To better understand the practical aspects of using our approach, we additionally assessed how U'n'Eye performs under different training scenarios. The results of this section can be used as good practice guidelines by the users in their own applications that employ our algorithm.
First, we studied how the amount of training data impacts saccade detection performance. In practice, the available number of annotated training samples might be limited. To achieve good performance of U'n'Eye, small training sets were sufficient (Fig. 7A) . Even with only 50 s of labeled data, our network outperformed other algorithms. Using more training samples led to a further increase of performance. Training time was also no limiting factor, since training a new network even on a CPU took only~2 min for every minute of training data (Fig. 7A) .
In machine learning, the quality of the training data is also crucial for the performance of a classifier, since the latter directly learns from the human ground truth labels. Human labeling, however, is prone to mistakes and lapses: saccades might be missed by the human coder, leading to noisy labels. We therefore assessed how U'n'Eye's performance was influenced by noise-corrupted labels. We evaluated the network's performance when trained on real data (data set 1) from which we artificially removed a fixed fraction of saccade labels. U'n'Eye was robust to the presence of noisy labels in the training data: even with 20% of missing labels, our network outperformed other algorithms (Fig. 7B) . We also trained the network on simulated data (Fig. 1E) for which we knew the ground truth. While noise-corrupted labels in the training data impaired saccade detection performance as expected, this effect could be compensated for by using a larger amount of training data (Fig. 7C ). This indicates that U'n'Eye can achieve good performance even if the human coder misses some saccades in the training set.
Next, we studied how well an already-trained network can be applied to label saccades in new data, for which no training labels are available. Our results show that this is possible if the new data has broadly the same signal characteristics as the data used for training the network (i.e., if it was sampled with the same eye tracker during a sufficiently similar task). To illustrate this, we trained networks on our first three data sets and evaluated their performance on each data set plus an additional data set 4 on which none of the networks was trained. Data set 4 was similar to data set 1 in that it was recorded with the same eye tracker in human subjects performing fixations (Table 1) . Therefore, a network trained on data set 1 performed very well not only in detecting saccades in the same data set, but also in data set 4 (Fig. 7D) . Overall, good performance was guaranteed when the test set exhibited similar statistics as the training set or was exposed in training to a sufficiently wide variety of training samples (Fig. 7D) .
Likewise, our network extrapolated well over subjects, for example in large cohort studies with many different observers (as is often the case in clinical investigations of neurological diseases). We studied whether a network trained on data from one subject was able to detect saccades well in data from another subject. To this end, we trained separate networks on data from 10 individual human subjects in data set 4 and applied them to all other subjects. Overall, performance on data that came from the same subject as the training data were only marginally higher than performance on data that came from a different subject (F1 mean and SD: 0.96 and 0.01 vs. 0.92 and 0.08, Fig. 7E ). The higher standard deviation of intersubject performance was due to the apparent difference between data from certain subjects (Fig. 7E) . We therefore advise users to combine training data from a few subjects to obtain a network that is able to deal with different signal statistics (Fig. 7E , network trained on all). Note that for the network trained on a combination of subjects, we made sure to keep the number of training samples the same as for networks trained on individual subjects. Thus, the better performance was a result of having more variable samples in the training set and not of more training examples being available.
Eye movement representation becomes disentangled along network layers. We finally had a closer look at how the network achieves the separation of two eye states (e.g., fixations and saccades; Fig. 8A ). In the velocity domain, saccades and fixations can show highly overlapping distributions (Fig.  8B ). This explains why velocity threshold-based algorithms can fail to distinguish fixations from saccades (Fig. 4) . Here, we showed that U'n'Eye can differentiate between fixations and saccades with high accuracy (Fig. 4) . The classification was based on the output layer of the network. To illustrate how this decision arises throughout the hidden layers, we performed principal component analysis (PCA) on the features of each convolutional layer. The fraction of explained variance by the first two principal components (PCs) reflects the U-shaped architecture of the network (Fig. 8C ): in the middle layers, information is distributed across more components than in early and late layers. We projected the hidden layer activations onto the PC space and labeled time bins according to their ground truth labels (fixation or saccade, Fig. 8D ). We observed in higher layers that the two classes were better separated (Fig.  8D) . Finally, in the output layer, fixations and saccades became linearly separable (Fig. 8E) . Thus, through training, the net- Pekkanen and Lappi (2017) and Andersson et al. (2017) , respectively. For U'n'Eye, values are the median across 20 independent networks. In bold are the values reached by the best performing algorithm. MN, initial of the expert labeling the dataset (anonymous); PSO, postsaccadic oscillation.
work effectively learns to extract relevant features and to project those onto a plane where the two eye movement classes are linearly separable.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we presented U'n'Eye, a convolutional neural network for eye movement classification. We demonstrated that U'n'Eye achieved human-level performance in the detection of saccades and microsaccades. In addition, the network was able to predict other classes of eye movements, which we exemplified with the detection of blinks and PSOs in a benchmark data set.
Furthermore, we showed that U'n'Eye achieved excellent performance both when trained on a single type of data with labels from one coder and when trained on different data sets with labels from two coders. While data sets 1 and 3 used in this study contained data with only one type of visual task and labels from one coder each, data set 2 was composed of two different pursuit tasks and contained labels from two different human coders. Moreover, data set 4 allowed us to conclude that Also, the red line in A and B shows mean Ϯ standard deviation across networks trained on three different subsets of data set 1. Performance of U'n'Eye and other algorithms was evaluated on 1,000 s of test data from data set 1. C: U'n'Eye saccade detection performance in simulated data with missing labels for different amounts of training samples N in seconds. D: U'n'Eye saccade detection performance for different combinations of training and test sets. Each number in a square (and its associated color code) indicates the F1 score for training on one data set and testing on another. The column labeled 1ϩ2ϩ3 on the far right shows results when the network was trained on all three data sets simultaneously (but ensuring the same amount of training data as in the other columns of the figure) . E: U'n'Eye saccade detection performance for combinations of different human subjects in training and test data from data set 4. Each column shows the results of training on a single subject from the data set, in a similar format to D. The final column on the right indicates that training the network on a (small) population of subjects yields best performance, and the rest of the figure indicates that additional subjects can then be tested with the pretrained network without much loss in performance. The same color scale was used for D and E. our algorithm has generalization properties and can therefore be used when training on a subset of individuals and then testing with large cohorts of subsequent subjects measured with similar eye tracking technology. The data set by Andersson et al. (2017) also contained greatly varying types of saccades and other eye movements. Still, U'n'Eye achieved good performance when trained and tested on this data set. Note that the network might fail to detect eye movements when tested on data that show a very different distribution than the data it was trained on. We therefore recommend to either train a network with a variety of data or to train separate specialized networks for each task. In this regard, our approach falls in the class of supervised learning algorithms, as opposed to methods not requiring parameter estimation based on annotated data (Engbert and Mergenthaler 2006; Otero-Millan et al. 2014; Sheynikhovich et al. 2018 ). However, we typically see in different scenarios that casting an algorithmic issue as a supervised problem helps in terms of performance. For example, we recently showed that supervised techniques perform as well as, or better than, unsupervised ones for spike inference from calcium imaging data (Berens et al. 2018; Theis et al. 2016) . Similarly, Mathis et al. (2018) recently showed that supervised learning provides superior animal tracking with few annotated samples. We showed here that the situation is similar for eye movement detection. Importantly, we showed that performance generalizes to new unseen data sets and subjects, yielding better performance than any of the unsupervised algorithms. Of course, there is some manual work involved in preparing the training samples for our network, but we posit here that this amount of manual work is significantly less intensive than the manual postprocessing that we typically perform with other saccade-detection algorithms.
U'n'Eye is publicly available and provides a user friendly interface as well as a web service in which users can upload their data and receive classification outputs (see METHODS) . No parameter tuning is needed even for training (e.g., learning rate, and so on) since the standard settings were found to work well across data sets. Instead, an experimenter just needs to provide a few hundred seconds of labeled data to train the network once. Even if some labels are missing in the training data, U'n'Eye can still reach high performance. We recommend, however, to use only carefully annotated data for training, as this should improve results.
Of the few algorithms that are capable of detecting saccades as well as PSO (Larsson et al. 2013; Pekkanen and Lappi 2017; Zemblys et al. 2018b) , U'n'Eye achieves highest performance. Note that Zemblys et al. (2018a) also recently proposed a deep learning method for eye movement detection. Their approach consists of generating a large training set out of a small human-labeled data set using a generative neural network. A second network is then trained on this data to classify eye movements. This method reports performance similar to that of U'n'Eye in a subset of the benchmark data set by Andersson et al. (2017) , but it remains to be seen how this algorithm performs on more exhaustive tasks like the ones that we reported here. For example, the applicability to data containing smooth pursuit has not been demonstrated. Conversely Startsev et al. (2018) recently published a deep learning approach showing reasonable performance, but again they tested only on a subset of the benchmark data set containing smooth pursuit.
Recently, a Bayesian approach for the detection of microsaccades based on a generative model has been proposed (Mihali et al. 2017) . Inherently, Bayesian methods provide estimates of uncertainty, in addition to estimates of the quantity of interest. Indeed, it is an interesting future perspective to combine U'n'Eye with Bayesian Deep Learning techniques to provide uncertainty estimates for the detected eye movements (Gal and Ghahramani 2015) .
Future work should include combining data sets with different characteristics, such as different sampling frequencies, to obtain a network that can generalize on a large range of data. Such a network could be used by a large part of the scientific community, which would allow for reproducibility of scientific results. We recommend that anyone who uses our algorithm to publish the weights of the trained network so that eye movement detection can be reproduced. For our own trained networks, all weights have been published online (https://github. com/berenslab/uneye) along with the code of the network. This has the advantage that users with similar data characteristics to one of our three data sets (e.g., microsaccades during fixation with a video-based eye tracker as in data set 3) can directly use our weights from the proper data set without having to retrain their own network. We also intend to make all three data sets publicly available, facilitating the further development for eye movement detection algorithms.
Of course, it should be noted that some prediction errors may still occur with U'n'Eye. However, such errors fall within the range of interrater variability across humans anyway. Also, even when U'n'Eye does make mistakes, the predictive probability that it outputs can be used to retrieve missed events (e.g., see the upward black arrow in the bottom of Fig. 6D ). For example, detecting peaks in the predictive probability output that did not cross the threshold can accelerate eventual manual postprocessing.
Finally, U'n'Eye's capacity to learn nonlinear relationships between an eye trace and some annotated labels opens new horizons in neuroscience: the network could be used to understand the properties of neural activities related in a complex manner to eye movements. For example, the disentanglement in later layers (Fig. 8) could be used to quantitatively analyze the activity patterns of premotor neurons in the brain stem, which themselves ultimately transform brain processing into individual ocular muscle innervations. Furthermore, U'n'Eye could be turned into a generative model for eye movements, as was shown for neural networks that are used for image clas- Fig. 8 . Disentanglement of fixations and saccades throughout the network. A: example eye trace with a microsaccade. B: distribution of data set 2 in the velocity domain. Fixations and saccades (shown in bluish and orangish colors, respectively) showed overlapping distributions. C: fraction of explained variance by the two first principal components (PCs) of the network's convolutional (Conv.) layers. There was a reduction in the middle layers followed by a peak at the final seventh layer. D: projection of hidden layer activations by eye traces of data set 2 onto the first two principal components. Fixation and saccade classes became better separated throughout the hidden layers. B-D: Dots indicate the time points of the example eye trace in A, and the rest of the background data show the entire data set time samples. E: the probability output allowed for a linear separation of the two classes. Time points with a saccade predictive probability above 0.5 were classified as a saccade.
sification (Gatys et al. 2015) . The information about eye movements that is contained in the network architecture might in the future be used to identify variations in eye movement characteristics that could hint at underlying pathologies.
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